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Abstract We present a method using principal component analysis (PCA) to pro-
cess x-ray pulses with severe shape variation where traditional optimal filter meth-
ods fail. We demonstrate that PCA is able to noise-filter and extract energy infor-
mation from x-ray pulses despite their different shapes. We apply this method to a
dataset from an x-ray thermal kinetic inductance detector which has severe pulse
shape variation arising from position-dependent absorption.
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1 Introduction
A common method of pulse processing for low temperature microcalorimeters is
the optimal filter [1], where one cross-correlates a pulse with a pulse model (or
convolves a pulse with the time reverse of a known model). This method maxi-
mizes the signal to noise under the conditions that the pulse shape and noise are
stationary. However in real detectors, these conditions are not always satisfied for
a variety of reasons.
We describe here the use of principal component analysis (PCA) [2] as a non-
parametric analysis approach that requires no prior knowledge of the dataset for
the pulse processing of low temperature detectors [3]. In this work, we draw upon a
PCA-based approach used in x-ray spectromicroscopy analysis [4, 5] to examine a
simple simulated dataset consisting of pulses of different decay times and different
pulse heights. We then apply our approach to a real dataset with severe pulse shape
variation.
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22 Principal Component Analysis
When x-rays are absorbed in superconducting microcalorimeter detectors, a pulse
is generated over some finite time before equilibrium is restored. Consider a set
of individually triggered detector pulses (n = 1, . . .N) which are each sampled in
time (t = 1, . . .T ), yielding a data matrix DT×N . Our goal is to represent these
data using a basis set CT×S with S characteristic pulse shape factors, with each
individual pulse being represented by a weighting RS×N of members of this basis
set, or
DT×N =CT×S ·RS×N . (1)
If we can find a reduced subset with S′ < T pulse shape factors that the data tell
us must be present, we can represent each pulse not with all T time points but in
terms of its S′ weighting factors. This gives a more compact representation of a
pulse over fewer variables, and once the matrixCT×S′ has been determined and its
matrix inverted, we can find each pulse’s weighting factors RS′×N by a simple and
rapidly-calculated matrix multiplication
RS′×N =C−1T×S′ ·DT×N . (2)
This analysis is made simpler if the matrix CT×S is constructed to have orthogo-
nal vectors (to enable matrix inversion using simple transposition) sorted in order
of decreasing statistical significance (thus allowing the reduced basis setCT×S′ to
be easily separated from the full basis set CT×S). This is precisely what is ac-
complished by PCA [2]. To calculate CT×S, we first calculate the time covariance
about the origin of
ZT×T = DT×N ·DTN×T (3)
(the relationship between PCA, SVD, and covariance matrices is discussed in text-
books on the topic [2] as well as in Appendix B of [4]). Because this time covari-
ance is symmetric, we can represent it in terms of a set of eigenvectors CT×S and
eigenvalue weightings ΛS×S, or
ZT×T ·CT×S =CT×S ·ΛS×S, (4)
where S= T at the outset of our analysis. Most numerical eigenvalue-solving rou-
tines sort their output in terms of decreasing eigenvalue weightings. As a result,
the first eigenvector (or the eigenpulse) is essentially an average of the pulses. The
second eigenvector gives the first correction to that average, the third eigenvec-
tor gives the next correction to the first two, and so on. Poorly correlated noise is
exiled to higher order eigenvectors [6]. In this way, one can arrive at a reduced
set CT×S′ of eigenvectors which describe all of the significant characteristic pulse
shape components, and because this is an orthonormal matrix its inverse is given
by the transpose so that Eq. 2 can be calculated from the reduced set of eigenvec-
tors as
RS′×N =C−1T×S′ ·DT×N =CTS′×T ·DT×N (5)
With the reduced set of S′ eigenvectors, one can also generate a compressed and
noise-filtered version of the original data as
D′T×N =CT×S′ ·RS′×N . (6)
3Fig. 1 Illustration of eigenvector representation of some simulated pulses. At Left is shown
several individual pulses from the simulated dataset. They have a combination of two different
heights and shapes, so there are four groups of them. The Right figure shows the eigenvalues
(which are from ΛS×S), and the insert shows the first three eigenvectors. (Color figure online)
Fig. 2 The Left figure shows four PCA reconstructed pulses (Eq. 6) for S′ = 2. The Right figure
represents the distribution of the elements from the weighting matrix RS′×N for S′ = 2 from the
PCA analysis of the simulated data. (Color figure online)
In order to gain intuition on how PCA treats pulse data, we have simulated a
dataset which contains exponential pulses with two decay times, two pulse heights
and white noise as shown in the left subfigure of Fig. 1. As shown in the right
subfigure, when decomposed this dataset contains two primary eigenvectors. The
third (and higher) eigenvector contains no shape information and corresponds to
noise in the dataset. Thus, we can rebuild the dataset as D′T×N =CT×S′=2 ·RS′=2×N .
As shown in the left subfigure in Fig. 2, noise is greatly filtered yet the pulse shape
and height features remain. The right subfigure of Fig. 2 shows the distribution of
elements from the weighting matrix RS′=2×N , where components 1 and 2 respec-
tively are the weighting factors of the 1st and 2nd eigenvectors.
4Fig. 3 Figure on the Top Left shows several individual pulses from the TKID device. A clear
shape difference could be seen at the beginning. After some equilibrium time the pulses go to
two branches; the lower one is Mn Kα , and the upper one is Mn Kβ . The Figure on the Top
Right is the first fifteen eigenvalues and the Bottom Left the first six eigenvectors. The Bottom
Right figure shows two raw pulses (black) in comparison with PCA reconstructed pulses (Eq. 6)
for S′ = 1,2,3 (red) (Color figure online).
For pulses with the same shape and height, their weighting factors are the
same, so a plot of individual pulses as dots at their particular eigenvector weight-
ings shows four clusters in the right subfigure of Fig. 2. For pulses with same
shape and different height, they have the same ratio of component 1 to component
2. For pulses with different shape but the same height, the linear combination of
their weightings is the height, so their data points are on the same line with lines
that correspond to different heights parallel to each other.
3 Analysis of TKID Data Using PCA
We now apply the PCA method to a real dataset from an x-ray thermal kinetic
inductance detector (TKID). While other groups have reported TKIDs with 75 eV
resolution at 6 keV [7], we worked here with a TKID [8, 9] from which pulse
shapes were strongly dependent on the location on the sensor at which an x-ray
5Fig. 4 The Left figure shows the distribution of elements in the weighting matrix RS′=2×N from
the PCA analysis of the TKID data. The Upper insert shows a pileup event and the Lower insert
shows a low energy event, both with a position separate from the main cluster. The Right figure
is the histogram of the pulse set.
was absorbed (see Fig. 3 Top Left). About 30µs after the start of a pulse, the pulse
shape does not vary and the amplitude is proportional to the energy, the Mn Kα
and Mn Kβ lines of the Fe-55 source become apparent. In such a dataset, a tradi-
tional matched or optimal filter gives no energy information, since the pulse shapes
are so different that energy could not be simply extracted from pulse height or area.
This has motivated us to consider a PCA analysis which makes no assumptions of
the dataset.
Following the PCA analysis presented in Sec. 2, the eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors are calculated and shown in Fig. 3. The first two eigenvalues are most
significant, but eigenvalues 3–9 encode some subtle variations in the data. In par-
ticular, the fluctuations near a time of 1500 µs are related to the jitter in the rise
time; these components are likely highly correlated with arrival time. A variant of
PCA analysis (using singular variant decomposition, or SVD) recently has been
studied for the detection of nearly-coincident pulses [10]. While the components
beyond the first two may show some correlation with photon energy, we restrict
the analysis in this paper to the first two components for simplicity. We can see
from the bottom right subfigure in Fig. 3 that there is qualitatively no large differ-
ence between S′ = 2 and S′ = 3, though rigorous and robust selection metrics for
S′ need to be developed in the future.
In order to extract energy information, we examined the weighting matrix
RS′×N with S′ = 2 which is a 2D scatter plot shown in the left subfigure of Fig 4.
We see two clusters which we associate with the Mn Kα (black) and Mn Kβ
(blue) lines; black points are pulses in the lower Kα branch as in the Top Left
figure of Fig. 3, and blue ones (those who are not outliers) are in the higher Kβ
branch. These clusters can be automatically detected and separated [2], and we
have already used these automated approaches in other contexts [4, 5]. By fitting a
line (red) to the Mn Kα cluster, we can generate an axis which was used to rotate
the 2D scatter plot of the weighting matrix so that the clusters are vertical [11].
The projection onto the x-axis is used to generate the energy histogram in the right
subfigure in Fig. 4. Thus, the energy can be correlated to a linear combination of
the first two PCA components.
6Fig. 5 The Left figure represents the entire dataset’s weighting matrix data distribution, which
is calculated with a training eigenvector set from 200 pulses. The Right figure is the energy
histogram generated after rotating this weighting matrix.
We should note that this dataset includes pileup (i.e., more than one pulse in a
single time record T ) and low energy events. These events, shown in the insertion
in the left subfigure of Fig 4, result in PCA weights that are vastly different, or
points isolated from the main clusters. By using S′ > 2 components, pileups can
be further distinguished from low energy events. This suggests that PCA can be
effective for pileup rejection.
One disadvantage of PCA is its time-consuming eigenvector calculation. A
solution is to use a smaller set of pulses as a training set. As an example, we used
the first 200 pulses to perform the PCA decomposition and obtain an eigenvector
set CtrainingT×S′ . Selecting S
′ = 2, and using Eq. 2, we obtained the weighting matrix
for the remaining N = 3088 pulses, which is shown in the left subfigure of Fig. 5.
Compared to the left subfigure of Fig 4, despite an inverse of the first component
the training data agrees well with what we obtain from direct PCA composition
of the entire dataset. The energy histogram also shows very little change. With
the trained set of eigenvectors, the PCA reconstruction of the data simplified to a
matrix multiplication. This method could enable fast, real-time pulse processing.
More work is needed to determine a sufficient number of pulses for the training
set.
4 Conclusions
We have introduced a non-parametric method for TKID pulse processing based on
PCA, and have shown that it is beneficial for datasets with pulse shape variation.
We have shown that PCA reduces data noise by the selection of a few number
of components, and provides energy information by converting the data into a
lower dimension basis system. Moreover, it also provides a new method to identify
pileup events and for fast, real-time pulse processing.
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